Home designs that wowed our judges

A mountain "treehouse" and a renovated, historic grocery store in an urban neighborhood are among the designs selected for this year's Home of the Month series. Today begins the fifth year of the series, which demonstrates how thoughtful design can make homes more functional, energy-efficient and inspiring. The series is a collaboration between The News & Observer and the N.C. State University College of Design's Home Environments Design Initiative.

Last fall architects from across the state submitted examples of their residential work, and a panel reviewed the submissions anonymously. Two celebrated residential architects and fellows of the American Institute of Architects provided their expertise to the selection process. Mark McInturff and Robert Gurney both practice in the Washington, D.C., area and their firms are known for custom home designs. S. Claire Conroy, editorial director of Residential Architect, Custom Home, and Custom Home Outdoors magazines, offered the observations of an architectural writer.

Over the coming months, the series will highlight nine well-designed North Carolina homes. The panel complimented the variety and sophistication of the submissions and strived to create a series that demonstrates how quality design, regardless of style, can enrich our lives. There is something for everyone, like a sleek modern home for a Triangle architect and a design that incorporates innovative energy and water conservation strategies for the coastal plain.

Marvin Malecha, past president of the American Institute of Architects and dean of the N.C. State College of Design, says: "We are pleased to participate in this important project, educating the public as we do our students about the value of design. We are grateful for the participation of architects and the support of several sections of the American Institute of Architects of North Carolina."

Readers will notice a format change in the series this year: greater emphasis on photographs of the houses. Faculty, alumni and graduate students of the N.C. State School of Architecture will continue to provide background and commentary on the designs. Look for the articles on the last Saturday of the month.
rmrodgers wrote on January, 31 11:08 PM:

I have been an assiduous follower of this series. I am happy to see that it is being continued this year. I am also pleased to learn that you will include more pictures. I hope that these articles will encourage home owners to shift emphasis from size to quality and in the process focus more on esthetics and function.  
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**Home/Garden Top Stories**

**Decked out**

In the 12 years that Lee and Denise Rufty have lived in their south Charlotte home, they've always enjoyed being outside. They had a deck, and it was nice. But last year they turned the deck into a real room.

**Get life updates**

Read our feature stories on your time. We'll deliver our best work right to your inbox!

- Subscribe to Lifestyles
- Subscribe to Family & Community
- Subscribe to Food & Fitness
- Subscribe to Here's the Deal
- Subscribe to Home & Garden
- Subscribe to Travel Deals
- Subscribe to TriangleMom2Mom
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**Images**

Chauncey Knoll Built by Robert Carlton

Careful site selection, material choices and detailing created this home in Biltmore Forest near Asheville.

COURTESY OF TIM BURLESON
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- Distinctive homes needed
- Architects, show your stuff 113027234356884
- Harmon-designed S.C. home wins 2009 AIA award
- Crushing the cookie cutter
- Bringing 'home' to North Carolina
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1. Freedom looks good for Greg Taylor
2. Burns could be out Tuesday
3. Odious story taken off Web
4. No bellyaching, pastor urges
5. Psychologist gives packed show neat end
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